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ABSTRACT
An employee becomes a burden on his/her organization when he fails to make additional tasksbeyond his/her regular key
responsibility areas. All-round employees certainly have an edge overthose who limit themselves only to a specific job
and fail to contribute in other departments andareas. Organizations tend to retain those who show enthusiasm in
attending various trainings,workshops, seminars, and conferences in order to constantly advance their knowledge
andacquire additional skills. Therefore, soft skills along with personality development is imperative not only to
careergrowth but also for survival in the organization. In fact, the importance of soft skills and of polish personality has
increased manifold in twenty first century. In this paper, an attempt has beenmade to focus on soft skills and its various
aspects which are essential for in in today’sworkplace.
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INTRODUCTION
There occurs a situation where some people are more successful in their career than others. Whydoes this
happen? What influences the increasing career of people? Why some people move uptheir career more rapidly
and to a higher level than others? The answer is soft skills along with personalitydevelopment. People who are
more successful in their life than others focus more on soft skills and in turn on personality development.

Career success is of concern not only for persons but also for organizations because employees’career success
ultimately contributes to organizational success. Soft skills along with personality development canempower
employees to work smart and attain more. Looking any difficult situation as a chanceto learn, develop, and
change for the better is possible through incorporating soft skills and improved personality. It helpsyou stay
fit, calm, and balanced, thereby preparing an individual for new, all of which are neededfor satisfied and
successful career.Before going further in discussion about the importance of personality development, it
isnecessary to understand the term personality. Personality is nothing but the collection ofreminiscences and
occurrences in an individual’s entire life time. It is how we interact withothers. It is, indeed, a totality of
characteristics of an individual which makes him different fromthe others. It is an individual’s personality
which makes him unique and helps us stand apartfrom the crowd. An individual’s physique, attractiveness,
body type, complexion, body weight,the environment to which an individual is exposed to during his growing
years, varied cultures,family background, circumstances and situations and so on have a crucial role in
shaping anindividual’s personality.
Personality Development means refining and grooming outer and inner self to bring about apositive change.
Each individual has a unique persona that can be developed, polished andrefined. The process of personality
development includes enhancing confidence, developingcommunication skills, advancing knowledge, learning
fine etiquettes, adding style and beauty toappearance, the way one talks and walks and overall imbibing self
with positivity, dynamism,and peace.

Soft skills, on the other hand, are the general attributes of the personality which includes qualities like
motivating self and the others, time management, leadership, flexibility, creativity and innovativeness and so
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forth. These attributes if inculcated in an individual help an employee to become ready for an industrial work
and gives better performance.

Soft skills are the advancement and expansion of the intelligence,observation, attitude, nature, mood, and
behavior. It is a tool to bring out one’s talents andpowers for making one conscious of his inner self and
become more self-confident and assertiveto face the outside world. It is gaining more and more importance
because it enables one to createa good impression on others; helps him to build and sustain relationships, and
helps in careergrowth. It helps people display greater performance. Personality development often
precedesmeasures of success and that stimulation of positive effect leads to value-added workplaceoutcomes.
Personality development is indeed an important precursor and determinant of careersuccess.

Individuals who have developed personality and soft skills can enjoy enormous career success.Personality
development colors our values, beliefs, and expectation. Different facets influenceour personality. Physical
personality is determined by one’s pleasing personality supported byvigor and strength. Social personality is
developed by social values, attitude, and communicationskills. Psychological personality is in tune with
personal values, approach, thinking patterns andemotional intelligence influenced by knowledge, intelligence,
and smartness.A wealth of research suggests that individuals who focus more on personality development
arerelatively more successful in the workplace. The soft skills helps an individual feel frequently
affirmativeemotions like joy, satisfaction, contentment, enthusiasm, and interest. People who have
positiveemotions have more assertive perceptions of themselves and others and are more self-efficacious.They
are better decision makers and show superior performance. Indeed, soft skills lead people to perform better
and better performance ensures success.

Possessing soft skills in one’s personality makes the people happy and happy human being always
experiencepositive emotions and is always ready to go above and beyond their required duties. They aremore
involved and committed in their jobs. Thus, happy peoples’ positive and self-efficaciousthoughts, along with
the superior performance that they demonstrate, are instrumental in careeradvancement. On the other hand,
lack of soft skills leads to employees’withdrawal behavior such as burnout, absenteeism, and turnover.The
soft skills plays an imperative role in the success of an organization. It is rightlysaid that the success of any
organization is determined by its employees. Employees are, indeed,the actual asset of any organization.

Therefore, it is crucial for employees to develop a sense ofloyalty, devotion, and attachment towards their
organization. With the help of soft skills and personality,development employees are able to face challenges
and adverse situations deal with difficultiesand hurdles at the workplace in a sensible and mature way. Soft
skills and personality development helps inrefining and grooming individuals and makes them better and
skilled resources for theorganization. It helps an employee to adjust with other employees at workplace of
differentattitudes and mindsets and work in unison thereby strengthening the relationship among coworkers.It
encourages an individual to use his skills and abilities to the maximum.

Conclusion
Thus, Soft skills is a process of developing and enhancing one’s personality.Individuals tend to develop a
positive attitude, gain confidence and high self-esteem as a result ofpersonality development. It not only
makes a person looks good and presentable but also helpshim face the world with a smile and encourage to
look at the brighter sides of life. Personalitydevelopment makes you a confident individual who is appreciated
and respected wherever hegoes. Soft skills brings about a change in thinking, attitude, and behavior.
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